HELLO!
We are a start-up company based in Prague focusing on designing and selling innovative textile
products for home decoration online.
We are looking for part-time intern trainees with passion, energy and creative mind to join our
international team ASAP. We believe that work has first of all to be fun, working hard to create a
happy and inspiring environment we decided to offer these internships with the aim of finding our
future employees/collaborators with the same set of mind. We will hire after the trial period
proved successful! (between 2 and 4 months)
Please note that an intermediate level of English is required.
Please have a look at our products at www.paulinegorelov.com and if you feel you would like to
work in this domain please keep reading:
We are looking for a Textile Designer/Engineer and a Graphic Designer trainees.
TEXTILE DESIGNER/ENGINEER
We need you to:
- Help with production,
- Help with research and product development,
- Communicate with Suppliers and Factories,
- Help with pattern design and trend boards (optional)
And if you’re:
- Aware of different textile production techniques, the knowledge of materials is essential,
- Creative with attention to detail,
- Responsible and Proactive,
- Preferably experienced with Photoshop and Illustrator,
- The plus are: graphic/drawing skills, Pointcarre, home knitting machine know-how also counts :)
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
We need you to:
- Design conceptual visual communication: newsletter, business cards, flyers, leaflets,
catalogues, merchandising…,
- Design packaging and instruction booklets
And if you have:
- Creative, daring, conceptual and out of the box thinking,
- Contemporary style and good typography sense,
- Knowledge of different printing techniques,
- Excellent skills in Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign,
- The plus are: Html + CSS, After Effect, any 3D program, sense of humour and funny ideas :)
Most importantly if you would like to work in a creative, innovative environment with good
energy and willingly to learn, you’re more than welcome to join our team.
Please send your CV and Portfolio to info@paulinegorelov.com

